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Custom Answers

Please provide a brief biography.

My first landmark monumental sculpture was completed in 1975 I now have a total of 37monumental sculptures and public artworks in
7 states: California, Nevada, Colorado, Texas, Montana, Missouri and Wyoming. The budget for these projects ranged from $6,ooo to
$270,000. All my public art projects have been under budget, on schedule and meet insurance requirements.

Please provide installation guidelines for your artwork, if any.

 If site access is easy the sculpture can be rolled on a 6' x 6' concrete pad and then set in place. If not a small crane will be
needed to set the sculpture. Artist will provide approved concrete anchors, drilling tools and power if necessary for
installation. 

Art Detail

Category
Statement My style of sculpture is based upon using focal points. These designs give the impression of abstract

compositions until they are viewed from one specific location called the focal point. Then an illusion of any image
can be produced of a word, symbol or an illustration. These sculpture compositions vary from simple designs to
complex configurations with multiple focal point images. The image complexity controls the basic structure of
form but it also inspires the variety of abstraction.

This Focal Point sculpture spells the word "ART" in capital letters and welcomed visitors to the  Las Vegas
Downtown Arts District from 2005 to 2019. The word "ART" is stretched back in depth to create a balanced
composition of geometric abstraction.
It is constructed in steel pipe and tubing with dimensions of 10 foot high by 75 inches wide by 65 inches deep. It
will sit on a 6 foot square pad.

Capital ART
steel
10' x 75" x 65"
Artwork for Sale: Yes
Price/Value: $15000.00
2005

https://admin.callforentry.org/admin/dir_events/artist_view_image.php?id=3150058
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Caplital Art
Steel
10' x 75" x 65"
Artwork for Sale: Yes
Price/Value: $15000.00
2005

Capital ART
Steel
10' x 75" x 65"
Artwork for Sale: Yes
Price/Value: $15000.00
2005

https://admin.callforentry.org/admin/dir_events/artist_view_image.php?id=3150130
https://admin.callforentry.org/admin/dir_events/artist_view_image.php?id=3150132
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Please provide a brief biography.

My first landmark monumental sculpture was completed in 1975 I now have a total of 37monumental sculptures and public artworks in
7 states: California, Nevada, Colorado, Texas, Montana, Missouri and Wyoming. The budget for these projects ranged from $6,ooo to
$270,000. All my public art projects have been under budget, on schedule and meet insurance requirements.

Please provide installation guidelines for your artwork, if any.

This sculpture can easily be transported with a hand truck and needs only a small pedistel or a sidewalk for its foundation.
Artist will provide approved concrete anchors, drilling tools and power if necessary for installation. 

Art Detail

Category
Statement My main style of sculpture is based upon using focal points as my previous 3 entries displayed. My secondary

style of sculpture is a tribute to my career as a firefighter and honors this service with memorial designs. "Tolling
of the Bell" is one of these memorial designs.
Long before the Internet was invented, or telephones and radios were used across our great nation, fire
departments used the telegraph to communicate. They used special codes to receive fire alarms from those
once familiar red fire alarm boxes which stood on practically every street corner of America. The resonating echo
sounded the locations of thousands of emergencies throughout the history of our growing country. It was heard
by all station houses in the vicinity and outside on the streets.
When a firefighter was killed, or in the language of the military and public safety: "fell", in the line of duty, the fire
alarm office would tap out a special signal. This came to be called the "Tolling of the Bell" and was broadcast
over the telegraph fire alarm circuits.
This was done for the purpose of notification, and as a sign of honor and respect for all firefighters who had
made the ultimate sacrifice in service to their communities. Such symbolism is a time-honored fire service
tradition and is repeated at each service of a fallen firefighter by The Honor Guard. This sculpture honors my
history as a firefighter and is available in bronze or aluminum.

Tolling of the Bell
Bronze on steel pedistal
76" x 13" x 26"
Artwork for Sale: Yes
Price/Value: $17000.00
2011

https://admin.callforentry.org/admin/dir_events/artist_view_image.php?id=1835541
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Tolling of the Bell
aluminum
80" x 13" x 17"
Artwork for Sale: Yes
Price/Value: $17000.00
2019

Tolling of the Bell
aluminum reproduction
of a bronze design
80" x 13" x 17"
Artwork for Sale: Yes
Price/Value: $22000.00
2019

https://admin.callforentry.org/admin/dir_events/artist_view_image.php?id=4332536
https://admin.callforentry.org/admin/dir_events/artist_view_image.php?id=3598414
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Please provide a brief biography.

I have been a professional artist for 35 years. I was awarded "BEST ARTIST" 2022 in L.A. by BOLAA (Best of Los Angeles) 
https://kattworks2000.wixsite.com/mysite-1
My first public art was for L.A.'s infamous Mural Row where I added my artistic styles on the 101. Since I have been painting and
exhibiting from London to Laguna with great sucess. I have delved in many mediums and strive to create with new materials and
styles. I love bringing Art in the public eye where everyone can enjoy and be inspired where ART connects us ALL.

Please provide installation guidelines for your artwork, if any.

N/A

Art Detail

Category
Statement Silhouette of a Woman in her every changing 'images'

Time Goes on... Adorned in gears with a clock face looking as time ticks...
Color Mosaic - colorfully dressed with rainbow wind catcher looking into a gazing ball
Mother and Child- Enjoying each other and butterflies in the park

Girl of many colors
metal, ceramic, glass
65" x 38" x 3"
Artwork for Sale: Yes
Price/Value: $20000.00
2022

Clockworks - Time Goes
On
metal
65" x 38" x 2"
Artwork for Sale: Yes
Price/Value: $20000.00
2022

https://admin.callforentry.org/admin/dir_events/artist_view_image.php?id=4543854
https://admin.callforentry.org/admin/dir_events/artist_view_image.php?id=4543858
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Butterflies in the Park
(Mother and Son)
Metal
60" x 60" x 4"
Artwork for Sale: Yes
Price/Value: $28000.00
2022

https://admin.callforentry.org/admin/dir_events/artist_view_image.php?id=4550896
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